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Background to this research  

• Ofcom have been informed 
by debt advice agencies 
that they are seeing an 
increasing number of 
customers with telecoms 
debts.   
 

• It is possible that some 
consumers are entering into 
contracts that are not 
appropriate for them and we 
would like to see what 
advice they are being given.  
 
 

Ofcom therefore have undertaken a 
mystery shopping exercise to monitor 
what advice and information mobile 
network operators (MNOs) are giving to 
potential customers who may 
experiences a change in circumstances 
 
• NB This research does not measure 

if the most appropriate package is 
suggested, but indicates if the 
communications providers (CPs) 
are engaging in a process that 
should result in an appropriate 
package being suggested. 

 

This activity formed part of a wider mystery shopping exercise which also included other elements of 
Affordability (the provision of information about the social tariffs by fixed line providers), Pricing and 
Disability related topics.  These are reported separately. 
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Objectives of this affordability mystery shopping 

The aim of this element of the research is to find out: 

 

• What advice or information was given to mystery shoppers who presented themselves as consumers 
who mentioned that their financial circumstances are likely to change or who might face financial 
uncertainty e.g. if : 

• PAYG or SIM-only contracts are suggested as an alternative to two-year contracts when 
appropriate 

• if it is possible for consumers to reduce the size of outgoings if their circumstances change  
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Store Telephone 

All main purchase channels were shopped where possible 

 

How the mystery shopping was conducted 

Online 

Webchats were used in most 
instances because the interactive 
nature of the query did not suit an 
email/ online contact form method. 
This meant that not all providers 
were shopped for this element.  
For more detail on this please see 
the following slide 

Three attempts were made if 
webchats were offline/ busy 

 

Shops were spread over a range of  days, times and dates in order to avoid detection  

A telephone number for sales 
was used as the main point of 
contact 

 

Shoppers did not visit stores on 
more than one occasion 

Shops were spread over GB and Northern Ireland 

Shoppers typically made enquiries over different methods (although if personal details were requested by CPs, 
shoppers may not have used all methods, in order to avoid detection) 
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Shops took place from 4th June to 6th September 2014 
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What scenario was used for the shop  

Shoppers were given a specific set of 
circumstances which they outlined to advisors, e.g. 
contract ending, recently self employed, going on 
maternity leave, retiring, being sick and potential 
redundancy  

The shopper presented themselves to the advisor as 
looking for a new phone contract 

Any information or advice provided by advisors was 
then recorded after the shop had taken place 

Shoppers additionally prompted the advisor about 
the affordability of any recommended option and 
in the case of universal service providers the 
availability of social tariffs 

Information provided at this stage was recorded as 
‘spontaneous’ mentions’ 

Information provided at this stage was recorded as 
‘prompted’. Additional prompting was limited on web-
chats because of the greater potential for visibility and 

detection  

Shoppers were provided a comprehensive set of instructions and briefings in order to ensure they understood what sort of 
information we were interested in capturing. 
 
A summary of the shop process provided to the shoppers follows: 
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Scenarios for affordability research – mobile providers 

I looking to get a new phone, I am currently with another 
network.  At the moment my job/work is on a fixed term 
contract and I don’t know if it will be renewed next year 
so don’t want commit to too much expenditure.  What 
would you suggest in terms of getting a new phone? 

I looking to get a new phone, I am currently with another 
network.  I am expecting a baby, not sure exactly how long 
I will be on maternity leave.   I do get my pay reduced 
after a few months, and I was wondering what options 
there are if I get a phone and my income goes down. 

I have recently become self-employed, as a 
freelancer and my income fluctuates.  It’s really 
important for me to have a phone for my work, but if I 
have a bad couple of months I don’t want to have a 
big bill, what would you suggest? 

There have been a lot of redundancies at my work 
recently, I have not been affected so far but there 
are more planned this year.  What options are there 
for me in getting a new phone if I do get made 
redundant? 

I am actually due to retire this year, although I will 
probably keep working a bit as a consultant.  As my 
income might go down when I retire, what options are 
there for me in getting a new phone? 

I have been off sick for a while and I am due to go back 
to work soon but if I am not well enough my employer 
might cut my pay.  What would happen with if I got a 
new phone and this happened? 

Is there anything else I should consider, as I 
need to make sure that I can manage to pay 
for anything I sign up for and I am worried 
about this? 

Are there any ways I can make sure I can 
afford the service if I am struggling with 
money? 
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Providers included in the mystery shopping exercise 

Main mobile providers 

Telephone Store Online 

111 30 30 

111 30 30 

111 30 
Online contact methods only 

available for existing customers. 
Therefore  was  not included in the 

research 

112 30 30 



Definition of ‘any appropriate advice’ 

Information and advice provided by mobile providers to mystery shoppers was recorded. 
 
Within this research any of the following types of advice, or asking any of the following questions were considered to 
be providing ‘appropriate advice’. 
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Use PAYG/ PAYG 
rather than take a 
contract 

Suggested a SIM-
only contract 

Benefits of PAYG/ 
not having a contract 
e.g. decide what to pay each month/ 
pay only for what you use 

Mentioned short 
contracts e.g. one month 
rolling contracts, rolling contracts 

Mentioned how to 
terminate or suspend 
contracts 

Benefits of being on a 
contract, e.g. predictable costs 

Possibility of changing 
your contract to reduce 
payments if necessary, 
eg if your circumstances change 

Talked about low cost 
tariffs 

Talked about tactics to 
keep costs low or within 
the expected monthly 
price, eg keeping within the subscription 
price, avoiding calling certain types of 
numbers, calling at certain times, monitoring 
own usage, downloads etc 

Asked about how 
much could afford to 
spend each month 

Suggested a tariff of up 
to £17 per month 

Asked what used phone 
for 

Asked whether just needed 
to make and receive calls, 
e.g. doesn’t need to be expensive/ a 
smartphone 

*tariffs were coded as up to £17, £17 to £22 and £22+.   
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• Provision of information or advice that could be seen as ‘appropriate advice’ both spontaneously 
and at an overall level exceeded 9 in 10 for telephone mystery shops and in-store mystery 
shops.  

 

• The types of advice being provided was wide ranging, e.g. 

• Some recommended PAYG or SIM-only 

• Some outlined the benefits of a contract 

• Some mentioned low cost tariffs 

• Some mentioned ways to keep costs low and keep within contracted allowances 

 

• A minority discuss being able to change or leave a contract once it is entered into 

• This is one of the only types of advice which is more likely to be provided online 

 

Overall summary (mobile) 
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advice given 



Summary of spontaneous information provision, by 
contact method (average of all mobile providers)  

12 

*NB online excludes Three 

Source: EA4,  TA3,  SA3 
Base: All telephone shops (445), All online shops (90), All store shops (120) *NB online excludes Three 
 

To be 
turned into 
bar 
chart(s) by 
Abi. 

Spontaneous provision of information (%)  Telephone Store Online* 
Any APPROPRIATE advice 96 97 72 
Asked what used phone for 51 43 6 

Suggested a SIM-only contract 49 57 14 
Asked what kind of handset was interested in 44 53 23 

Suggested a tariff/ contract of up to £17 36 37 17 
Talked about low cost tariffs 33 32 13 

Asked about how much could afford 28 33 18 
Use pay as you go  25 41 10 

Mentioned short contracts 22 29 2 
Suggested a tariff/ contract of £18 to £29 21 18 12 

Asked if just needed to make/ receive calls 21 28 0 
Benefits of being on a contract 19 14 7 

Talked about tactics to keep costs low 11 8 4 
Benefits of PAYG 11 28 2 

How to terminate or suspend contracts 9 10 12 
Possibility of changing your contract 8 9 17 

Suggested a tariff/ contract of £30 or more 4 1 2 



Summary of total provision of information, by contact 
method (average of all mobile providers) 

13 

Source: EA4/ TA3/ SA3 
Base: All telephone shops (445), All online shops (90), All store shops (120) *NB online excludes Three 
 

Total provision of information (%) Telephone Store Online* 
Any APPROPRIATE advice 98 98 84 

Suggested a SIM-only contract 61 71 26 
Asked what used phone for 58 53 8 

Asked what kind of handset was interested in 55 59 30 
Suggested a tariff/ contract of up to £17 51 46 33 

Talked about low cost tariffs 44 43 18 
Asked about how much could afford 36 41 23 

Asked if just needed to make/ receive calls 33 38 0 
Use pay as you go  31 54 17 

Mentioned short contracts 32 42 11 
Benefits of being on a contract 28 20 8 

Suggested a tariff/ contract of £18 to £29 24 23 17 
Benefits of PAYG 19 37 6 

How to terminate or suspend contracts 18 21 24 
Talked about tactics to keep costs low 17 18 8 
Possibility of changing your contract 16 19 31 

Suggested a tariff/ contract of £30 or more 5 2 2 
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Quotes illustrating advice provided 

The staff member took time to find out my needs and what I 
could afford, so that they could find the right contract. They 
said that having the right details on my contract would be 
important, as exceeding the contract would be expensive. 

The operator suggested taking 
a SIM only deal and then 
purchasing a mobile phone 
handset somewhere cheaply 
online. 
 
 

The operator established straight away that the 
reason for my call was that my financial situation may 
change. As soon as the operator established that 
they suggested a rolling contract may be my best 
option. 

The operator mentioned a 24 month contract, 
capped at £x per month, and also stated 
information about the cooling off period and the 
start offer. 
The operator mentioned that the capped 
contract would keep things affordable as I would 
not be liable for price increases. 
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